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The low carbon economy is  already a
real ity.  According to an art ic le by Forbes,
in 2020,  the low carbon economy was
responsible for  moving about US$ 269
bi l l ion in the world economy,  or  f ive t imes
over when compared to the values of
2017.  Also according to Forbes,  part  of
the economic analysts  who study the
topic bel ieve that the carbon market
should surpass,  before 2050,  the market
of oi l  and gas,  responsible for  moving
about US$ 2 tr i l l ion,  thus becoming the
biggest  market of  the 21st century.

Unti l  the establ ishment of  a  global  carbon
market -  which bases shal l  be defined in
the negotiations around Artic le 6 of  the
Paris  Agreement,  during COP26,  in
November of  this  year -  the low carbon
economy has been largely driven by
voluntary transaction init iat ives of  carbon
credits  around the world.

Voluntary carbon markets have played a
central  role in the efforts  of  companies
and local  governments to achieve their
emission offset  targets,  representing a
fundamental  instrument for  the leadership
role of  the private sector in the transit ion
to a low carbon economy.

In this  edit ion of  the Perspectivas
Newsletter ,  we wil l  focus on exist ing
voluntary carbon markets and the
opportunit ies they represent for  leading
companies in the transit ion to a low
carbon economy.

The regulated carbon market f irst  appeared as
a result  of  the Kyoto Protocol ,  an international
treaty s igned by 141 countries and which came
into force in 2005.  In the treaty,  the
signatories committed to reducing their  GHG
emissions through the creation of  legal
obl igations,  among them the possibi l i ty of
purchasing carbon credits .

At the same t ime,  voluntary carbon markets
also appear,  including individuals ,  companies,
groups or  sectors that aim to reduce or  offset
their  emissions through the generation and
purchase of  voluntary carbon credits ,  audited
by an independent entity.

In order to guarantee rel iabi l i ty and credibi l i ty
with buyers,  due to the lack of  regulation of
these markets,  standards were created that
establ ish indicators for  carbon accounting and
evaluation of  the projects '  contribution to the
generation of  local  environmental  and social
benefits .

According to the “State and Trends of  Carbon
Pricing 2021” report ,  publ ished by the World
Bank to present the status and trends of
carbon pricing mechanisms around the world,
the Covid-19 pandemic has had l itt le  impact on
voluntary carbon market init iat ives,  which in
2020 grew by 30%.



In November 2004,  Brazi l  submitted its  f irst  Clean
Development Mechanism (CDM) project ,  created under the
Kyoto Protocol .  As of  September 2019,  Brazi l  had 343
projects registered,  being the third country with the
highest number of  CDM projects,  behind China (3,764
projects)  and India (1,669 projects) .

Among the init iat ives of  standards and methodologies in
the voluntary market,  the most used in Brazi l  are the Gold
Standard and the Verif ied Carbon Standard (VCS) .
Regarding the f irst ,  the country has 9 cert if ied projects and
5 in the cert if ication process.  In 2019,  Brazi l  was the
seventh country to trade the highest number of  carbon
credits  within voluntary markets.

RENOVABIO
RenovaBio is  a  federal  government
program launched in 2016 by the
Ministry of  Mines and Energy,  of
which main instrument is  the
establ ishment of  annual  national
decarbonization targets for  the
biofuels  sector.  Through the program,
producers voluntari ly  cert ify their
production and receive energy-
environmental  eff ic iency scores,
which are mult ipl ied by the volume of
biofuel  sold,  result ing in the amount
of decarbonization credits  (CBIOs) .  1
CBIO is  equivalent to 1 ton of
avoided emissions,  which the
producer can sel l  on the market.
Currently,  CBIOs are traded
exclusively on the Brazi l ian stock
exchange,  B3,  and by July this  year
(2021) ,  15.89 mil l ion credits  had
already been issued.

The Forest+Carbon Program
(Programa Floresta+Carbono) ,  created
by the current Minister  of  the
Environment,  Joaquim Leite,
establ ishes guidel ines for  the
reduction of  greenhouse gas
emissions from deforestation and
forest  degradation,  as  wel l  as  the
conservation of  forest  carbon stocks,
sustainable management of  forests
and increase in forest  carbon stocks,
providing for  the generation of
carbon credits  through the
conservation and recovery of  native
vegetation.  In this  way,  i t  a l lows
companies that are unable to reduce
part  of  their  carbon emissions to
offset  them, ensuring greater security
for buyers and promoting incentives
for developers of  forestry projects.

CLEAN DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM

GOVERNMENT PROJECTS THAT

IMPLEMENT CARBON CREDIT

TRANSACTION MECHANISMS

FOREST + CARBON

Created in the Kyoto Protocol ,  the CDM made it
possible for  countries that emit  the most GHGs to
finance the execution of  projects aimed at  reducing
emissions in other countries.  Projects approved by the
program generated Certif ied Emission Reductions
(CERs) ,  which val idated the carbon credits  of  f inancing
countries.  However,  uncertainties regarding the Kyoto
Protocol  also led to doubts about the CDM. In 2013,
the European Union,  unti l  then the largest  source of
demand for CERs,  stopped recognizing CDM credits
from large developing countries,  such as Brazi l .  This
decision led to a col lapse in the value of  CERs and an
increase in CDM discredit .

Brazi l  then proposed the CDM+. Along the l ines of  the
CDM, the program al lowed the voluntary cancel lat ion
of CER units ,  posit ive -  and not punit ive -  incentives for
meeting the goals  of  developing countries and which
el igibi l i ty to host projects promoting sustainable
development was restr icted to these.  The proposal
presented had its  main elements incorporated in the
final  text of  the Paris  Agreement,  in  its  art ic le 6,  in  the
form of the Sustainable Development Mechanism
(MDS),  which regulation is  scheduled to take place at
COP26 in November this  year.
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Therefore,  the companies and other actors who put
themselves at  the forefront of  this  process and see it  as  an
opportunity,  wi l l  benefit  from it .

Within this  real ity,  carbon pricing mechanisms wil l  be
indispensable due to their  eff ic iency,  as  they assign a price
to a negative external ity:  GHG emissions.  In this  way,  they
create economic incentives to reduce emissions,  rewarding
organizations that invest  in sustainable technologies and
solutions and al lowing them to offset  emissions.  As
pointed out by the World Bank,  there are already more
than 60 carbon pricing instruments -  between taxation,
market or  hybrid mechanisms -  implemented or under
implementation around the world.  In 2020 alone,  there was
a 30% inscrease in that number.

Thus,  voluntary carbon markets play a fundamental  role as
they prepare companies and other actors in the economy
for the new real ity,  br inging benefits  and competit iveness
above al l  to sectors that invest  in mit igating their
emissions.

"PERSPECTIVAS" ABOUT THE TOPIC
The growing mobil ization of  governments,
international  organizations,  companies
and civi l  society around solutions to
mitigate greenhouse gas emissions,  dr iven
by the recent IPCC report  and fueled by
numerous mult isectoral  init iat ives,
demonstrates that it  is  a  transit ion with
no return and which is  gaining strengh.

-  Marina Mattar ,  founding partner and CEO of Perspectivas

Brazi l ian society needs to understand
that it  has an important asset that must
be transformed into development and
col lective wel l-being:  i t  is  cal led the
abi l ity to sequester or  avoid carbon
emissions in the production process of
al l  segments of  the economy.

And this  heritage,  which in practice means greater
competit ive capacity of  our companies in the international
market,  needs the attention of  the government and
Congress to provide society with a regulation of  the CBios
trade,  with an emissions registration system, so that the
country is  considered safe in what can already be
considered the big business of  the stock exchanges in the
future,  in  addit ion to attracting more and more
international  investors.

The consumer market in the European Union and countries
l ike the USA and Canada already demand products and
services with a low carbon footprint  in their  production
process.  It  wi l l  soon be an unsurpassed requirement in
international  trade.

Since 2015,  Brazi l  has made cl imate commitments under
the Paris  Agreement that forecast  a  gradual  process of
decarbonization of  our economic matrix.  The predicted
emission reduction target is  37% for 2025 and 43% for
2030.  For 2031,  the government proposed a target of
95.67 mil l ion CBios.  The target announced by the
government for  2022 foresees a range between 25.67 and
42.67 mil l ion tons of  carbon.  They are shy.

Renovabio,  which is  an example to the world as a
decarbonization program, is  an excel lent init iat ive.  But it
needs to be better  known by society so that it  can be
valued,  expanded and enable the increasing use of  the
Brazi l ian potential  to avoid or  reduce carbon emissions,  in
addit ion to promoting a true revolution in Brazi l ian
agriculture.

Furthermore,  biofuels ,  especial ly  biodiesel ,  are
fundamental  instruments for  achieving these goals  and,  in
the case of  biodiesel ,  i t  is  essential  to improve the
el igibi l i ty of  soy.  The government is  disregarding and even
bel itt l ing the carbon sequestration capacity of  biodiesel ,
for  example.  It  is  among the energy production sectors
that most generate posit ive external it ies,  from the
production of  raw materials  to the car  wheel ,  which is  st i l l
not considered.  With the social  aspects,  the biodiesel
sector r ises even more in the ranking.

China has just  launched its  carbon market.  In the European
Union,  st i l l  the biggest  market,  CO2 is  already a
commodity,  a  mandatory role in the market 's  menu.  Brazi l
needs to transform its  capacity to sequester carbon,  to
avoid the release of  greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere,  into credit ,  into equity,  into jobs,  into
technology and GDP.

RENOVABIO AND THE GOALS ASSUMED IN THE

PARIS AGREEMENT

-  Donizete Tokarski ,  Superintendent Director of  the
Brazi l ian Union of  Biodiesel  and Biojetfuel  (Ubrabio)

CARBON MARKET STANDS OUT AT

XP INVESTIMENTOS EVENT
The Carbon Market was featured in one of  the panels  of
Expert  XP 2021,  annual  event of  XP Investimentos -  one of
the largest  Brazi l ian investment management companies - ,
which took place between August 23rd and 26th.

At the event,  the secretary for  the Amazon,  of  the Ministry
of the Environment,  Marta Giannichi ,  pointed out the work
done by the government to improve the voluntary credit
scenario,  seeking to bring more legal  certainty and
recognit ion.

Special ists  agree that Brazi l  is  in  a  posit ion to assume a
prominent posit ion in the carbon market,  whose
perspective is  to become the largest  in the 21st century
even before 2050,  surpassing the oi l  and gas market.
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